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Report contains color
Because many of the familial breast cancer patients carry a mutation in BRCA1 on chromosome 17 or BRCA2 on chromosome 13, the first genetic event that may occur in their mammary glands to begin the progression toward cancer may be loss of heterozygosity (LOH) on one of these two chromosomes. It is unknown if these genetic changes correspond to a recognizable histopathological abnormality. We hypothesize that such genomic changes may precede morphologic changes and thus we may detect evidence for such changes in morphologically normal breast tissues or benign lesions surrounding breast tumors in BRCA1/2 positive patients. We have recently developed a panel of 15 markers to study LOH in morphologically well characterized and carefully laser capture microdissected, breast tissues from a group of BRCA1/2 positive patients with breast cancer who are followed up by our Cancer Genetics Program at the Lombardi Cancer Center. Our studies so far support our hypothesis. Specifically, we performed a total of 105 analyses at different loci using microdissected breast tissues frc~ areas showing normal morphology or benign changes surrounding the tumor tissues in BRCA carriers with breast cancer. Overall, LOH was detected in 59 studies (56%) . In the normal tissues, 15 of 30 analyses (50%) showed LOH and in the tissues with proliferative changes 44 of 75 analyses showed LOH (59%). 
SUBJECT TERMS

Introduction:
Early studies from several groups established that defects on chromosomes 13 and 17 were associated with familial breast cancer. Following the discovery of BRCA1 on chromosome 17 and BRCA2 on chromosome 13(1,2), more detailed mapping of defects on both chromosomes have been carried out, primarily using LOH methodology. LOH of the two BRCA loci has been a highly reproducible observation in tumors of carriers of mutations in each respective gene (3, 4) . However, several questions about the actual roles of these two genes in breast tumorigenesis remain unclear. For example, the basis of the vast variation in penetrance of different mutations in these two genes, variations of the same mutation in different individuals of a the same family, and variations among families, are not clear. Our group has a long standing interest in understanding the earliest steps in histopathologic changes and associated genomic alterations as breast cancer begin to arise in high risk, ß/?G4-carrying individuals. However, no studies to date have systematically examined the early consequences of inheritance of a mutation in the BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes for corresponding, early changes in breast histopathology. In addition, no studies have addressed the correlation of such early abnormalities in the breasts of BRCA mutation carriers with genomic gains, losses, loss of heterozygosity (LOH), or replication error repair instability. Previous studies of both familial and sporadic breast tumors have shown that genetic changes can be detected in morphologically normal appearing breast tissues. Studies of morphologically normal lobules, adjacent to sporadic breast cancer, have shown the presence of LOH in these morphologically "normal" tissues, suggesting the presence of a "field effect" of preexisting genomic damage in the gland, giving rise to the tumor (5). LOH was also detected in hyperplasias (usual ductal hyperplasia and atypical ductal hyperplasia) from both cancerous and noncancerous breasts (6, 7) . In addition, two recent studies have also shown cytogenetic abnormalities in prophylactic mastectomy specimens characterized by hyperplasia, without atypia, from patients with a positive family history of breast cancer (but of unknown BRCA status) (8, 9) . Deletions of 3pl4 have been observed in benign proliferative breast disease (9, 10) and one report has shown that the FHIT gene was homozygously deleted in two cases of benign proliferative breast disease associated with 3pl4 cytogenetic rearrangements and familial breast cancer (11) . These studies suggest that loss of the FHIT gene may be an early event in mammary carcinogenesis. Taken together, these studies suggest that there may be detectable early genomic changes in the breasts of high risk patients with inherited predisposition to breast cancer. The purpose of our DOD funded project is to test the hypothesis that genomic changes may be detected not only in hyperplastic, histologically abnormal, premalignant, and malignant regions in the breasts of BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers, with breast cancer, but also in morphologically "normal" looking tissues from BRCA carriers with or without breast cancer. Our results support this hypothesis, as we have observed LOH on multiple loci in sclerosing adenosis, in other hyperplastic abnormalities, and in morphologically normal breast tissues from BRCA1/2 carriers. Such changes may represent the earliest detectable genomic aberrations that occur during the development and progression of breast cancer in these high-risk patients. Identification of these changes will improve our understanding of the mechanisms of tumorigenesis in these patients, and may be useful to develop molecular markers for early detection and diagnosis of hereditary breast cancer.
Body:
During the third year of this projects, we performed a large number of analyses to complete the main milestones set for this project.
A panel of 15 microsatellite markers (markers for the BRCAl gene (intragenic markers and closely linked markers) and for other loci on chromosome 17, closely linked markers to the BRCAl gene and other loci on chromosome 13, and intragenic markers for the FHIT gene on 3pl4.2) was established during the first two years of the project, to evaluate tissue specimens for evidence of LOH. These markers were chosen based on their reported high heterozygosity rate. Prior to the analysis of the LOH in the tumor and adjacent areas, each microsatellite marker from our panel was first evaluated for informativeness using DNA prepared from the patient's peripheral blood. The tumor tissues of the patients and the surrounding areas to the tumor (normal and benign areas) were then evaluated for LOH for the informative markers. Overall, we performed a total of 105 analyses at different loci; of these, LOH was detected in 59 studies (56%). In the normal tissues, 15 of 30 analyses (50%) showed LOH, and in the tissues with proliferative changes, 44 of 75 analyses showed LOH (59%).
In case 1 (BRCAJ +), a sequential loss of the BRCA1 intragenic marker D17S855 was observed in distant areas, up to 8.7mm from the tumor, as well as in the other breast quadrants. An interesting finding was the detection of LOH of this marker in the contralateral breast, removed prophylactically from this patient. In case 3 (BRCA1 positive), D17S855 showed LOH in the benign areas surrounding the breast tumor, which was remove by lumpectomy. The same marker was also lost in normal tissues and tissues with DCIS in the same breast, removed subsequently by mastectomy. Certain microssatelite markers were altered much more commonly than the others. The markers D17S785 and D17S855 (intragenic to the BRCA1 gene), demonstrated LOH in the tumor, as well as in the normal/and or benign areas. The D3S1300 marker, intragenic to the FHIT gene, was also lost in most of the cases studied, including the BRCA2 case. Figure 1A shows normal appearing terminal duct lobular units (arrow head) (H&E, 20X) adjacent to the tumor, from a BRCA1 positive patient with cancer. Figure IB, shows the lobules after laser capture microdissection (LCM) in a consecutive paraffin section. A majority of the epithelial tissue has been microdissected (arrow head). Figure  1C shows an area with sclerosing adenosis (arrow head) (H&E, 20X), adjacent to the tumor from the same patient. Figure ID shows LOH analysis using the D17S855 BRCA1 intragenic marker, performed on tissues microdissected from the same patient's specimens. Tissues studied were isolated using LCM as shown in IB. From top to bottom, studies in blood show the marker to be heterozygote. Loss of heterozygosity is detected in the tumor. The same allele is also lost in normal lobular tissue adjacent to the tumor ( Figure 1A ) and in an area with sclerosing adenosis adjacent ( Figure 1C) to the tumor. In the contralateral breast, normal tissues do not show LOH, while an area with sclerosing adenosis shows LOH for the BRCA1 marker. Revised and approved statement of work:
In the first year, we will obtain hereditary breast tumors with associated mastectomy tissue as well as prophylactic mastectomies from BRCA carriers.
[Completed]. We will also fully establish and validate all necessary LOH assays, following pathologic review of all specimens, for comparison of their genomic changes relative to nearby pathologically reviewed and microdissected non-tumor tissue (Aims 1 and 2).
[Completed].
Year 2:
In the second year, specimen collection will continue, Aims 1 and 2 will continue, and Aims 3 and 4 (study of pathologically reviewed contralateral prophylactic mastectomy tissues and pathologically reviewed bilateral prophylactic mastectomy tissues) will begin.
Year 3:
In the third year, all 4 aims will be completed and data analyzed. Specifically, pathologic diagnosis will be correlated with genomic and chromosomal changes for each aim.
[Work in progress]
Key Research Accomplishments:
-Development of a panel of microsatellite markers to study LOH on chromosomes 13, 17 and 3p in laser capture microdissected (LCM) specimens.
-LOH analysis of morphologically normal breast tissues and breast tissues with benign changes, carefully microdissected from BRCA1/2 positive patients with breast cancer.
Reportable Outcomes:
Cavalli, LR., Singh, B., Isaacs C, Dickson RB., and Haddad, BR. Evidence of genomic instability in morphologically normal breast tissues and in benign breast lesions in BRCA1/2 positive patients with breast cancer. Manuscript in preparation.
Conclusion:
Our data support our hypothesis, namely that genetic changes may indeed occur in morphologically normal breast tissues, or breast tissues showing benign changes in BRCA1/2 positive patients with breast cancer. These findings might lead to the identification of genetic markers that could be used to assist in the early detection of breast cancer in women at risk. During the final year of the project we will finalize the analysis of the data and correlate the genomic and chromosomal changes with the pathologic findings. We will also complete the manuscript which describes this work and present our final report to the DOD. Because many of hereditary breast cancer patients carry a mutation in BRCA1 on chromosome 17 or BRCA2 on chromosome 13, the first genetic event that may occur in their mammary glands to begin the carcinogenic progression toward cancer may be loss of heterozygosity (LOH) on one of these two chromosomes. It is unknown if these genetic changes correspond to a recognizable histopathological abnormality, or at what stage of the disease progression they occur. In this study, we evaluated the early genomic changes that occur in the mammary glands of patients with increased predisposition to breast cancer due to germ-line mutations in the BRCA1/2 genes. We tested the hypothesis that these genomic changes may be detected not only in the histologically abnormal and malignant regions of these high risk women, but also in morphologically normal looking tissues and in areas with benign changes. Using a panel of 15 microsatellite markers we have evaluated 23 areas showing normal morphology or benign changes, such as sclerosing adenosis, from four BRCA1 and one BRCA2 positive patients with breast cancer. For each case, tissue sections were carefully evaluated by the pathologist and areas with morphologically normal tissues surrounding the tumor and areas with benign changes such as sclerosing adenosis were marked and microdissected using Laser Capture Microdissection (LCM) technology prior to LOH analysis. LOH was detected in both morphologically normal tissues and tissues with benign changes from all the cases investigated. Allelic losses of a minimum of 2 different markers, were observed in 17 of 23 areas with normal morphology or benign changes (Sclerosing Adenosis). In a BRCA1 case, a sequential loss of two markers on chromosome 17q, previously observed in the tumor, was observed in morphologically normal looking areas up to 8mm distant from the tumor, as well, as in the other breast quadrants from the same breast where the tumor was present. An interesting finding was the detection of LOH in the normal contralateral breast removed prophylactically from this patient. Such changes may represent the earliest detectable genomic aberrations that occur during the development and progression of breast cancer in these high-risk patients. These data will aid in improved early detection and diagnosis of hereditary breast cancer and provide more information when considering prevention strategies for such women at risk.
Evidence for Genomic Instability in Morphologically Normal
